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Eric Wells is a seasoned litigation attorney with
extensive courtroom experience, adept at handling
criminal defense, insurance defense, and a broad
range of civil matters.

With a thorough understanding of jury trials, Eric handles everything from

discovery and jury selection to opening statements, direct and cross-

examination of witnesses, closing arguments, and appeals. His

comprehensive litigation experience makes him a valuable asset for clients

seeking a skilled litigator.

Eric’s effectiveness as a lawyer is rooted in his analytical thinking,

problem-solving ability, strong communication skills, and meticulous

attention to detail. These traits enable him to navigate complex legal issues

with precision and advocate effectively on behalf of his clients. His

commitment to maintaining open and clear communication ensures

clients are well-informed and confident throughout the legal process.

Throughout his career, Eric has emphasized the importance of building

strong client relationships, recognizing that such connections drive the

best outcomes. He prioritizes exceptional responsiveness and tailoring

individual solutions to meet each client’s unique needs. From his early days

handling sensitive cases involving victims, Eric learned that establishing

trust and maintaining open communication from the outset through the

conclusion of a case is paramount to achieving successful results.

Legal Services

Litigation

Insurance Defense

Business & Commercial
Litigation

Personal Injury/Wrongful Death

Products Liability

Who I Serve

Business Entities

Commercial Trucking &
Transportation

Individuals & Families

Insurance & Financial Services

Admissions

Nebraska

Iowa

Missouri

Illinois

Education

J.D., Creighton University
School of Law, 2007

B.B.A., Finance, University of
Iowa, 2004
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Outside of work, Eric enjoys spending quality time with his wife and

children. He is an avid golfer, snowboarder, culinary enthusiast, and

dedicated Iowa Hawkeyes fan.

Experience
Deputy Douglas County Attorney (2007-2022)

Professional Associations
Nebraska Bar Association

Iowa Bar Association

Illinois Bar Association

Missouri Bar Association

Community Involvement
Board of Directors – Children’s Respite Care Center (CRCC) (2009-2022)

Board Chairman (2018-2020)

 

Presentations & Publications
Presenter, “Appellate Case Law Update”, Iowa Associate of Workers’

Compensation Lawyers Inc. Forty-Third Annual Seminar (October 2022)
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